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Erasmus semester at TU Narva College 

Spring semester 2020 

 

Courses in English Language 
 

P2NC.00.120 English Language (3 ECTS, 2nd part)  

The course develops English language grammar, vocabulary, listening, reading, speaking and writing 

skills with the aim of reaching the C1 level. 

 

P2NC.00.510 Introduction to Literature Theory (3 ECTS) 

The course focuses on theory, scope and methods of literary research. It also provides a review of 

literary styles and genres. Upon completion of the course, the students will: 

- be aware of contemporary theories of literature, fiction elements, poetry, and drama. 

- be able to analyze modern English and American literary works and distinguish between different 

genres and authors 

- be capable to conduct literary research for a bachelor's- and master's-level thesis  

 

P2NC.00.586 Cultural Awareness Through Cinema (3 ECTS) 

The aim of the course is to teach students the skills necessary for analyzing cultural and historical 

events pictured in films. The course requires independent work of watching movies at home and the 

subsequent discussion during the seminars.  

 

P2NC.00.590 Contemporary English and American Literature (3 ECTS) 

The course gives an overview of contemporary English and American Literature, including the 

literature of national minorities and its impact. Upon completion of the course, the student should: 

1) be aware of the main directions, authors and works of contemporary English and American 

literature; 

2) be able to analyze works of contemporary English and American literature taking into 

consideration distinct feature of the genre and the author 

 

P2NC.00.908 Practical English I (3 ECTS) 

The course develops English language grammar, vocabulary, listening, reading, speaking and writing 

skills with the aim of reaching the B2 level. 
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P2NC.00.961 Enterprise Education (3 ECTS) 

The course provides an overview of enterprise education and its methods, experiences of other 

countries (e.g. Finland, UK, Norway, Sweden) with enterprise education, and possibilities of 

integrating various school subjects with enterprise education.  

 

Courses in Russian Language  
 

N.B. Some of the following courses might be available only upon reaching a sufficient number of 

participants! 

Level (A1) 

SVNC.00.074 Russian for beginners (6 ECTS) 

The language course provides students with the basic practical knowledge of Russian language 

focusing on comprehension and oral communication. 

 

Level (A2) 

SVNC.TK.113. Practical Russian (3 ECTS) 

SVNC.TK.081. Russian conversational language (3 ECTS) 

SVNC.TK.050. Russian conversational language (10 ECTS) 

These courses concentrate on communicative skills development and vary in volume and instructors 

who offer them. 

 

Level (B1) 

SVNC.TK.104. Russian conversational language (6,25 ECTS) 

SVNC.TK.049. Russian conversational language (10 ECTS) 

These courses further improve the communicative skills of the students. 

 

Level (B2) 

SVNC.TK.047. Russian conversational language (6 ECTS) 

SVNC.TK.414. Practical Russian (6,25 ECTS) 

Upon the completion of these courses, students will advance their communicative skills to the B2-C1 

level. 
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Level (C1) 

SVNC.TK.003. Russian conversational language (3 ECTS) 

The course offers a significant enhancement of communicative skills in Russian Language.  

 

Courses suitable for native Russian speakers 

 

P2NC.00.770 Russian Regional Studies (6 ECTS) 

The course traces connections between the Russian language and culture from historical and regional 

perspectives. 

 

P2NC.00.871 Russian Culture in a Context of the Intercultural Communication (3 ECTS) 

The course focuses on the Russian culture in the context of intercultural communication (Russian 

communicative behavior, Russians in intercultural contacts, etc.). A specific part is devoted to 

theRussian-Estonian intercultural dialogue. 

 

P2NC.00.771 Russian Literature in the Studies of Russian as a Foreign Language (6 ECTS) 

The course reviews the most important works in the Russian Literature of the 19th-20th century. 

Upon completion of the course the students will: 

- have a good understanding of the history of Russian Literature (with the main focus on the 19th-

20th century period); 

- hone their critical thinking skills; 

- learn to conduct a literary vocabulary and language analysis; 

- enrich their Russian language vocabulary. 


